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NDUTA CAMP

Key figures

13,055 Refugees in camp
7,126 New arrivals in Nduta

Partners  Interagency Coordination and UNHCR Leading Agency

Camp Coordination, Administration and Management

Ministry of Home Affairs
UNHCR
TWESA
DRC

WHO, WHAT, WHERE

Environmental Protection
REDESO

SGBV
DRC
UNICEF

Child protection
Plan Intl
UNICEF

Food
World Vision
WFP

Education
Caritas
UNICEF

Nutrition
MSF
WFP
UNICEF

Shelter
AIRD

WASH
OXFAM

Health
MSF Swiss
WFP
UNFPA

Legal Assistance
WLAC

Roads and Logistics
AIRD

NFI—CRI
DRC

Community services
DRC
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Mtendeli camp

Key figures

Partners Interagency Coordination. UNHCR Leading Agency

Relocation has not yet extended to Mtendeli

Relocation began on 05th October 2015 and continues for refugees from Nyarugusu to Nduta camp. Mtendeli camp relocation has not yet started.

Activities ongoing

For information or suggestions please contact: TANKSIMO@unhcr.org